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breach in the practice of the Constitution, I think it is worth while to
go in some little detail into the history of that transaction.
Duke of Wellington defeated.   Lord Grey took office late in 1830.
No Reform Bill before country at previous elections
1831.   March 1.    Bill introduced.
March 22.   Second reading carried by majority of one.
April 18.    On General Gascoyne's amendment, Government defeated
in this House by majority of eight.
They at once advise King to dissolve.
1831.	May.   General Election.
July 6.   Second reading Commons ; majority 136.   Went up to Lords.
October 8.   Second reading rejected (House of Lords) 41.
No second dissolution but Parliament prorogued and Bill re-introduced
in Commons.
Passed through all stages there, and went up to Lords a second time,
1832.	May 6.   Second reading in Lords ; majority 9.
May 7. Lyndhurst's amendment (on going into Committee). It was
at this stage that Ministers asked the Sovereign to authorise them, if
necessary, to use the Royal prerogative of creation. William IV refused
and Lord Grey resigned.
After ten days—abortive attempt of Lyndhurst and Wellington to
form Government (Peel standing aloof).
On May 17—Grey recalled, King given written consent e to create
such number of peers as will be sufficient to ensure passing of Reform
Bill.'
Lord Grey announced in House of Lords that he had now confident
security of passing Reform Bill unimpaired in its principles and in all
its essential details.
The Bill was carried without its being necessary to resort to prerogative.
But everyone knows that it would not have been carried unless Lord-
Grey had requested and the King hati consented to the exercise to any
extent that might be necessary of the power of creation. Lord Grey was
attacked, as I am now, for advising an unconstitutional course.
This is what ho said in reply:
(May 17. 1832) : e We were under the necessity of offering the advice
to create as many new peers as would carry the measure of reform through
this House unmutilated in any of its essential provisions, or resign our
offices. Now I say that, under these circumstances, the advice to create
new peers was required* The noble and learned Lord says that it was
not constitutional; but I eay that it was constitutional, and I can
refer him to books of authority on the subject in which it is distinctly
asserted that one of the uses of vesting the prerogative of creating new
peers in the Crown is to prevent the possibility of the recurrence of these
evils which must otherwise result from a permanent collision between
the two Houses of Parliament; and this dagger was rendered imminent
by the opposition made to the Eef onn Bill by the noble Lords on the
other side of the House, And, I ask, what would be the consequences if
we were to suppose that such, a prerogative did not exist, or could not be

